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Abstract

In today’s DNS infrastructure, DNS forwarders are devices
standing in between DNS clients and recursive resolvers.
The devices often serve as ingress servers for DNS clients,
and instead of resolving queries, they pass the DNS requests
to other servers. Because of the advantages and several use
cases, DNS forwarders are widely deployed and queried by
Internet users. However, studies have shown that DNS forwarders can be more vulnerable devices in the DNS infrastructure.
In this paper, we present a cache poisoning attack targeting DNS forwarders. Through this attack, attackers can inject rogue records of arbitrary victim domain names using
a controlled domain, and circumvent widely-deployed cache
poisoning defences. By performing tests on popular home
router models and DNS software, we find several vulnerable implementations, including those of large vendors (e.g.,
D-Link, Linksys, dnsmasq and MS DNS). Further, through
a nationwide measurement, we estimate the population of
Chinese mobile clients which are using vulnerable DNS forwarders. We have been reporting the issue to the affected
vendors, and so far have received positive feedback from
three of them. Our work further demonstrates that DNS forwarders can be a soft spot in the DNS infrastructure, and
calls for attention as well as implementation guidelines from
the community.

1

Introduction

The Domain Name System (DNS) serves as one of the fundamental infrastructures of the Internet. It provides translation
of human-readable domain names to numerical addresses,
and is the entry of almost every action on the Internet. According to its initial standard, when a domain name needs to
be resolved, a DNS client sends a query to a recursive resolver. The recursive resolver in turn fetches answers from
authoritative servers.
∗ Haixin
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However, as the DNS ecosystem has evolved dramatically,
the system now consists of multiple layers of servers [62].
Specifically, DNS forwarders refer to devices standing in between DNS clients and recursive resolvers. Upon receiving
DNS queries, the devices do not resolve the domain name
by themselves, but pass the requests to other servers (e.g., an
upstream recursive resolver). To name a few use cases, DNS
forwarders can serve as convenient default resolvers, load
balancers for upstream servers, and gateways of access control. Meanwhile, for clients in a local network, using DNS
forwarders can mitigate security risks, as the devices are not
directly exposed to Internet attackers [49].
Because of the advantages, DNS forwarders are fairly
prevalent devices in the DNS infrastructure. It has been reported that over 95% open DNS resolvers are actually forwarders [62], and that a vast number of them run on residential network devices [57, 64]. Forwarding is also widely implemented in DNS software (e.g., BIND [25], Unbound [27],
Knot Resolver [13] and PowerDNS [18]) and home routers
(e.g., TP-Link [21], D-Link [5] and Linksys [4]).
Given its prevalence, though, there have been only few
studies on the understanding and security status of DNS forwarders. In addition, works have shown that DNS forwarders
can actually be a soft spot in the DNS infrastructure. For
instance, a considerable number of such device fail to perform checks on ephemeral port numbers and DNS transaction IDs, and are vulnerable to cache poisoning attacks or
DoS [49, 63, 64]. The discoveries call for deployments of
cache poisoning defences, such as randomizing port numbers [52], 0x20 encoding [36] and DNSSEC [30].
In this paper, we further demonstrate that DNS forwarders
can be vulnerable devices in the ecosystem, by proposing a
cache poisoning attack. Using our attack methods, an adversary can use a controlled domain name and authoritative
server to inject records of arbitrary domain names. In addition, the attack bypasses widely-deployed defences including randomized ephemeral port numbers and 0x20 encoding. We also perform tests on current implementations of
DNS forwarders, and find several home router models and
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DNS software vulnerable to this attack. The vulnerable implementations include those from popular vendors, such as
D-Link [5], Linksys [4], dnsmasq [7] and MS DNS [8]. We
have been reporting the issue to the affected vendors, and
so far have received positive responses from three of them.
Furthermore, we perform a nationwide measurement of the
affected client population, and estimate the scale of Chinese
mobile devices which are using the vulnerable devices. In
the end, we find that the industry have diverse understanding
on the role of DNS forwarders, and there is still a lack of forwarder implementation guidelines in the DNS specifications.
Contributions. In this paper, we make the following contributions.
New attack. We propose a type of cache poisoning attack
targeting DNS forwarders. Through this attack, an adversary can use a controlled domain name to inject DNS records
of arbitrary victim domain names, and circumvent current
cache poisoning defences.
New findings. We find several home router models and
DNS software vulnerable to the attack, including those by
large developers. We have been reporting the vulnerability
to affected vendors.
Put together, this paper demonstrates an attack targeting
DNS forwarders, and sheds light on their security problems.
DNS forwarders are prevalent devices in the ecosystem, yet
we show that they can be more vulnerable to cache poisoning
attacks. Therefore, we believe more attention should be paid
from the community to DNS forwarder specifications and
security.
Paper organization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview on prior DNS
cache poisoning attacks. Section 3 describes the role of forwarders in the DNS ecosystem. Section 4 illustrates our
attack model. Section 5 elaborates our tests on vulnerable
DNS forwarder software. Section 6 performs a nationwide
measurement study on the population of affected clients.
Section 7 discusses the implementation and specification of
DNS forwarders. Section 8 extends the attack model and
proposes mitigation. Section 9 summarizes related work and
Section 10 concludes the paper.

2

Prior DNS Cache Poisoning Attacks
Targeting Recursive Resolvers

DNS cache poisoning attacks have been known for long, and
they pose serious threats to Internet users [65, 67, 69]. In
this section we first give an overview on two major types of
known attack methods, and discuss their limitations.

2.1

Forging Attacks

The goal of forging attacks is to craft a rogue DNS response and trick a resolver into accepting it. In detail,
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Figure 1: Defragmentation cache injection attacks targeting
recursive resolvers.
a DNS response is accepted when the following fields
matches a DNS query: question section, DNS transaction
ID, source/destination addresses and port numbers. If an attacker forges a DNS response with the correct metadata before the authenticated response arrives, the rogue response
can be accepted by the resolver and the attack succeeds. The
most influential case of forging attacks is the Kaminsky Attack [53] in 2008, which affects nearly all software designed
to work with DNS.
Limitations. The key to mitigating forging attacks is to increase the randomness of DNS query packets. As required
by RFC 5452 [52], resolver implementations now must use
randomized ephemeral port numbers and DNS transaction
IDs. Meanwhile, resolvers also adopt 0x20 encoding [36] to
mix the upper and lower spelling cases of the name in the
question section. As a result, the widely-deployed defences
have significantly increased resolvers’ resistance to forging
attacks.

2.2

Defragmentation Attacks

Recent studies [33, 47–49, 66] have uncovered a new type of
DNS cache poisoning attack based on IP defragmentation.
The attack exploits the fact that the 2nd fragment of a fragmented DNS response packet does not contain DNS or UDP
headers or question section, so it can bypass randomizationbased defences against forging attacks. As shown in Figure 1, an attacker first crafts a spoofed 2nd fragment with
rogue DNS records, and issues a DNS query of the victim
domain name. The response from an authoritative server
is forced to be fragmented by the attacker (through a separate process ahead of time). At the recursive resolver, the
legitimate 1st fragment is reassembled with the spoofed 2nd
fragment, which produces a rogue DNS response. As a result, the rogue records are cached by the recursive resolver
and the attack succeeds. We provide more background on IP
fragmentation in Appendix A.
The core challenge of defragmentation attacks is to force
a fragmentation of the DNS response, and there are two ap-
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Figure 3: DNS infrastructure with forwarders
Figure 2: CDF of lowered MTU of a) authoritative servers
of Alexa Top 100K domains, and b) 2M open DNS resolvers
from an Internet-wide scan.
proaches proposed so far. The first approach is to lower the
Path Maximum Transmission Unit (PMTU) between the recursive resolver and authoritative servers [33]. We term this
type of attack as PMTU-based defragmentation attack. By
contrast, the second approach is to send DNSSEC queries to
solicit enlarged DNS responses with DNSSEC records, so
that they reach limits of MTUs (e.g., 1,500 bytes for Ethernet) and will be fragmented [48]. We term this type of attack
as DNSSEC-based defragmentation attack.
Limitations. Previous defragmentations have high requirements on the PMTU behavior of authoritative name servers,
as well as the victim domains. Specifically, PMTU-based defragmentation requires an attacker to send specially-crafted
ICMP fragmentation needed error messages to an authoritative server claiming a small PMTU and trick it to lower the
PMTU for a specific resolver. However, we find this is impractical in most cases. As shown in Figure 2, for authoritative servers of Alexa Top 100K domains, only 0.7% are willing to reduce their MTU to less than 528 bytes. Since DNS
responses are typically smaller than 512 bytes, it is not likely
that they will be forcibly fragmented. As for DNSSEC-based
attacks, they require non-validating recursive resolvers and
can be mitigated through proper DNSSEC deployment and
validation. Moreover, the attack only works for DNSSECsigned victim domains. Currently, DNSSEC deployment is
still low among domain names (e.g., less than 1.85% for
popular domains in 2017 [34]), thus the target of DNSSECbased defragmentation attacks is limited.

3

DNS Forwarder

Traditionally, a DNS resolution process involves a DNS
client (or stub resolver), a recursive resolver and authoritative servers. When a domain needs to be resolved, the
DNS client sends a query to a recursive resolver, which in
turn fetches answers from authoritative servers. For maximum protocol capability, it is recommended that DNS clients
use a full-service resolver directly [31]. However, in reality,
the DNS infrastructure has become far more complex than
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this simple model, often involving multiple layers of servers.
One of the new roles introduced in the infrastructure [29,70],
as shown in Figure 3, is DNS forwarders1 . They sit in between stub and recursive resolvers, and often serve as ingress
servers for DNS clients (e.g., home wireless routers). When
a DNS forwarder receives a query, instead of performing the
resolution recursively, it simply forwards the query to an upstream recursive resolver. To name a few use cases, it can
serve as a default local resolver (with caching capability) for
clients (e.g., clients using DHCP to obtain network configurations in LAN), perform load balancing among upstream
recursive resolvers, and can be used to enforce access control.
DNS forwarder vs. recursive resolver. In the latest RFC
on DNS terminology (i.e., RFC 8499 [50]), recursive resolvers are resolvers which “act in recursive mode”. When
it receives a DNS query, a recursive resolver accesses other
servers, and should respond with the final answer to the
original query. As such, recursive resolvers should handle
referrals to other servers and aliases to other names (i.e.,
CNAMEs), and aggregate the resource records into one final
answer. Recursive resolvers should also perform integrity
checks such as the bailiwick check [39] and DNSSEC validation [30]. In contrast, a DNS forwarder does not recursively resolve queries, and instead relies on the integrity of
its upstream server. As a result, DNS forwarders do not handle referrals, and are typically not in the position to verify
the responses. Otherwise, forwarders will be repeating the
work of resolvers, e.g., checking each referral, defeating the
purpose of having another layer of indirection. As we will
articulate later, this is a key weakness of DNS forwarders
which enables our cache poisoning attack.

4

Defragmentation Attacks
Targeting DNS Forwarders

As we have seen, previous defragmentation attacks have limitations regarding the ability to trigger fragmentation. In this
section, we propose a novel modified defragmentation attack that works perfectly against DNS forwarders due to its
unique role in the DNS infrastructure.
1 Also

defined as “FDNS” in literature.
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4.1

Attack Overview

Threat Model. Studies have discovered a large number
of DNS forwarders running on residential network devices,
such as home routers [64]. As such, in our threat model we
assume the attacker is located in the same LAN as the DNS
forwarder, and can issue DNS queries. This can occur in an
open Wi-Fi network (e.g., at coffee shops and airports) without strong security protection or password. This can also
happen in some enterprise networks where a guest, insider,
or compromised machine acts as an attacker. In some cases,
forwarders on home routers can also be open to public due
to misconfigurations [57].
Our attack starts out by asking the question: can we force
fragmentation reliably and deterministically? It turns out that
we can, if the query is sent towards an authoritative name
server under an attacker’s control – as the server can intentionally send an oversized response. At a first glance, this
is meaningless because that would mean that the domain
hosted on the attacker’s authoritative name server also belongs to the attacker already (e.g., attacker.com). It is useless to poison the attacker’s own domain. However, our key
insight is that forwarders have total reliance on upstream resolvers to perform response validation (see Section 3). Due
to the unique role of DNS forwarder, it is actually possible to inject spoofed fragments containing records of other
domains (e.g., victim.com) and trick the forwarder to cache
such records.
Workflow. Figure 4 illustrates this idea. After probing the
current resolver IPID (step 0), an attacker feeds the victim DNS forwarder with a spoofed 2nd fragment containing rogue DNS records (step 1) and launches a DNS request (step 2). The aggregated final response from the attacker’s authoritative servers (oversized, larger than Ethernet MTU) is fragmented when leaving the recursive resolver
(step 3b), and defragmented at the DNS forwarder (step 3c).
In particular, at defragmentation the legitimate 1st fragment
is reassembled with the spoofed 2nd fragment, producing a
rogue response. Consequently, the rogue DNS records are
then written into the forwarder’s cache (as forwarders are not
in the position to validate upstream responses), and handed
over to downstream devices. As is the case with prior defragmentation attacks, an attacker no longer needs to guess DNS
and UDP metadata (e.g., DNS transaction ID and ephemeral
port numbers), which does not exist in the 2nd fragment. Using oversized responses, our new attack can overcome the
key limitation in prior defragmentation attacks that forcing
fragmentation is difficult.

4.2

Forcing DNS Response Fragmentation

Forcing DNS response fragmentation (see Figure 4, step 3b)
is one of the key steps in defragmentation attacks. As discussed in Section 2, previous studies use two different meth-
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Figure 4: Defragmentation cache poisoning attack targeting
DNS forwarders in the same LAN (e.g., DNS forwarders of
residential network devices).
ods to force fragmentation: reducing PMTU and enlarging
DNS responses with DNSSEC. Let us reason about whether
these two methods can be applied to DNS forwarders successfully.
Reducing PMTU: ineffective for DNS forwarder attacks.
We first consider borrowing from PMTU-based defragmentation attacks, where an attacker lowers PMTU to force response fragmentation. According to our attack model, the
DNS response needs to be fragmented between the recursive
resolver and the DNS forwarder (see Figure 4, step 3b), thus
an attacker should attempt to lower the MTU of the upstream
recursive resolver. Using the same approach as in [33] (i.e.,
sending ICMP fragmentation needed error messages), we
perform a measurement on 2M open DNS resolvers in the
wild. In the end, as also shown in Figure 2, the results turn
out to be unsatisfying: only 0.3% resolvers can reduce their
packet size to below 512 bytes, and less than 37% reduce to
below 600 bytes.
DNSSEC-based fragmentation: even less effective
against DNS forwarders. We already know that leveraging
DNSSEC is very limited as it only works for a limited range
of domains and servers. In addition, DNS forwarders in this
case also need to support DNSSEC. Otherwise, the upstream
recursive resolver will not even send DNSSEC responses.
Solution: oversized DNS response using CNAME. As
mentioned earlier, an attacker-controlled authoritative name
server can intentionally create an oversized DNS response
larger than the Ethernet MTU (i.e., larger than 1,500 bytes),
such that it will always be fragmented at the recursive resolver.
As shown in Figure 5, the method to create such large
responses is through a chain of CNAME records, followed
by one final A record. When handling this query, recursive resolvers will query the aliases in the chain (see Figure 4, step 2d) and aggregate the CNAME records into the
final response. The attacker fills the chain with enough
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Figure 5: Oversized DNS response using CNAME
dummy CNAME records to make the final response larger
than the Ethernet MTU, such that it will always be fragmented at the recursive resolver. In the spoofed 2nd fragment (sent to the DNS forwarder), the attacker “tampers”
with the last CNAME record by pointing it to a victim domain (victim.com), and the last A record by pointing it to
a rogue address (a.t.k.r). After the response is defragmented at the forwarder, the rogue A record will be cached.
The key here is that the recursive resolver sees only a legitimate oversized response from the authoritative name server
(Figure 5(a)), without violating bailiwick rules. Therefore,
it will attempt to relay this response as a whole back to
the forwarder, with fragmentation. However, what the forwarder sees on its end is actually a tampered response (Figure 5(b)), due to the spoofed 2nd fragmented injected ahead
of time. Had the resolver seen such a response (where the
attacker.com eventually points to victim.com), it will reject
the response during recursive queries of the aliases. This is
exactly the reason our attack targets DNS forwarders as they
are not in the position to perform validations.
The use of oversized DNS responses requires that all
DNS servers in our attack model support Extension Mechanisms for DNS (EDNS(0)) [37]. As an important DNS
feature, EDNS(0) provides support to transfer DNS packets
larger than 512 bytes over UDP, and is being increasingly
supported by software vendors and DNS operators. Currently it has been implemented by mainstream DNS software
(e.g., BIND [25], Knot DNS [13], Unbound [27] and PowerDNS [18]) and supported by most recursive resolvers [61].
To indicate EDNS(0) support, servers use one OPT record in
the additional section of a DNS packet to carry EDNS options.

4.3

Crafting Spoofed Fragments

For fragmented DNS responses, only the 1st fragment contains DNS and UDP headers (see Appendix A for more background of IP fragmentation). As a result, to craft a spoofed
2nd fragment, an attacker does not need to predict ephemeral
port numbers and DNS transaction IDs. However, for successful defragmentation, an attacker needs to craft the following IP header fields of the spoofed 2nd fragment.
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IPID prediction. IP identification (IPID) is a 16-bit field
in the IP header, which is used to determine which datagram a fragment belongs to. For successful defragmentation,
the IPIDs of the spoofed 2nd fragment and the legitimate
1st fragment (from the upstream resolver) should agree. As
such, an attacker should be able to predict the IPID assignment of the upstream resolver (see Figure 4, step 1). In general, this is a well studied topic in the literature and a number
of techniques have been proposed [28, 49]. We give a summary below on how we can take advantage of predictable
IPID assignment and then conduct a measurement to show
how most DNS resolvers in the wild can be exploited.
IPID assignment algorithms. There are three major IPID
assignment algorithms: global IPID counter, hash-based
IPID counter [44], and random IPID assignment. Global
IPID counter increases by one for every sent packet, which is
highly predictable [55]. Hash-based IPID counter algorithms
first use a hash function to map an outgoing packet to one
in an array of IPID counters, and then increase the selected
counter by a random amount, chosen from a uniform distribution between 1 and the number of system ticks (typically
milliseconds) since the last packet transmission that used the
same counter [28]. If the two probes are sent close enough in
time, then the IPID increments from the responses are very
predictable. In fact, since the defragmentation cache can typically buffer 64 fragments [56], an attacker can make a prediction on a range of IPID values instead of a single one. The
hash function determines which IPID counter is used, based
on the source and destination IP address of the sent packet
(the same source and destination IP pair will therefore always result in the same IPID counter getting selected). In
our attack, an attacker can first probe for the current IPID
value of the upstream resolver, and use one or more predicted IPIDs to place the spoofed 2nd fragment. The probing
response (see Figure 4, step 0b) and the 1st fragment (see
Figure 4, step 3b) are both sent to the “NAT-ed” public address of the LAN, so they are guaranteed to use the same
IPID counter on the upstream resolver. As the attacker initiates the entire sequence of packets and controls the timing
of these packets, it can make sure that the gap between the
initial IPID and the later one (in the resolver’s response) is
small enough and hence predictable (because they are generated close in time, e.g., a few milliseconds apart).
Operating systems. As reported by previous studies [28,
33, 55, 71], early versions of Windows (prior to Windows 8)
use global IPID counters, and recent Windows and Linux
versions use hash-based IPID counters. By setting up virtual machines and probe their IPID assignments, we confirm
that the latest versions of Windows 10 (Professional, Version 1909 (18363.657)) and Ubuntu (5.3.0-29-generic) both
use hash-based IPID counters. Since most servers (including
recursive resolvers) on the Internet are equipped with Windows or Linux, we believe this technique covers most of the
ground.
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Table 1: IPID assignment of egress resolvers
IPID
Assignment

Name

Address

# Tested
Resolvers

Hash-based
IPID counters
(Exploitable)

Cloudflare
Quad9
Comodo
OpenDNS
Norton

1.1.1.1
9.9.9.9
8.26.56.26
208.67.222.222
199.85.126.10

64
8
2
14
2

Google
Verisign

8.8.8.8
64.6.64.6

15
24

Random

Open DNS resolvers. We leverage the open DNS resolver
scanning result of Censys [38] on Jan 8, 2020. For each resolver in the list, we send three DNS queries in a row of our
own domain name, and check whether the IPIDs in the corresponding DNS response packets are increased by a fixed
value. As a result, 4,988,186 resolvers respond to all three
queries, and 4,235,342 (84.9%) use incremental IPID counters which can be exploited in the attack.
Popular public DNS services. Public DNS services often
use anycast for load balancing. For example, DNS queries
to Google’s 8.8.8.8 can exit from hundreds of “egress” resolvers (e.g., 74.125.19.*). From a client’s perspective, because DNS responses come from different egress resolvers,
the public DNS services appear to use random IPID assignment. However, in our defragmentation attack, because the
authoritative server is under an adversary’s control, an attacker can break the load balancing by responding to only
one selected egress resolver address. If the selected egress
resolver uses incremental IPID counters, the attack is still
possible.
To begin our measurement, we build a custom authoritative server for our own domain name (termed
as echo.dnsaddr). On receiving a DNS query (e.g.,
[nonce].echo.dnsaddr), the authoritative server records
the source IP address of the DNS query (i.e., egress resolver address), and echoes the resolver address through an
A record in the DNS response2 . Using this technique, we can
separate DNS responses sent from different egress resolvers,
and observe their IPID assignment respectively.
We choose 7 popular public DNS services for our tests:
Cloudflare [2], Google [10], Quad9 [19], OpenDNS [1],
Verisign [22], Comodo [3] and Norton [16]. Our vantage
points send DNS queries of [nonce].our.domain (to avoid
caching) to each public DNS service and capture the DNS
response packets.
As shown in Table 1, we find that five public DNS services use hash-based IPID counters on their egress resolvers,
which can be exploited in the attack. Google and Verisign
2 Our authoritative server is similar to Akamai’s whoami.akamai.net
tool [12]. The difference is that our server replies to *.echo.dnsaddr,
while Akamai’s tool does not support queries of arbitrary subdomain.
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use unpredictable IPIDs, which are not exploitable. Due to
space limit, we put more detailed results in Appendix B. To
confirm that the public DNS services are exploitable, in Section 5 we also launch real attacks using a public DNS service
as upstream resolver.
Other header fields. For successful defragmentation of
the 1st fragment and the spoofed 2nd fragment, the attacker
should also craft the following header fields in the spoofed
2nd fragment.
Fragment offset. The fragment offset in the spoofed 2nd
fragment should indicate its correct position in the original
datagram. Since contents of the oversized DNS response are
fully controlled by the attacker (see Figure 5), the offset of
the 2nd fragment can be calculated.
IP source address. The spoofed 2nd fragment should
come from a spoofed address of the upstream recursive resolver. To learn the address of the upstream recursive resolver, an attacker can leverage the echo.dnsaddr method
in our public DNS service measurement (i.e., send a query of
echo.dnsaddr to the DNS forwarder, and check the resolver
address encoded in the DNS response). An attacker may also
setup an authoritative server of a controlled domain, query
the DNS forwarder for the domain name, and observe the upstream recursive resolver address at the authoritative server.
In networks of residential devices (i.e., LAN), IP spoofing is
generally allowed.
Fitting the UDP checksum. The UDP checksum (in the legitimate 1st fragment) is calculated from the IP header, UDP
header and the entire UDP payload. Tampering with records
in the spoofed 2nd fragment produces a checksum mismatch,
so an attacker should also adjust other bytes in the spoofed
2nd fragment to fit the original checksum. In fact this task
is easy, as in our model the contents of the DNS response
are fully controlled by the attacker, thus the original checksum of the DNS response is already sknown. As a result, the
attacker can adjust other bytes in the spoofed 2nd fragment
with simple calculation (as in [33]) to fit the UDP checksum.

4.4

Conditions of Successful Attacks

Driven from our threat model, a DNS forwarder should satisfy the following conditions to be successfully attacked.
EDNS(0) support. EDNS(0) allows large DNS packets over
UDP. As an important DNS feature, we expect that it is being
increasingly supported by software vendors and DNS operators.
No truncation of DNS response. Despite supporting
EDNS(0), several of our tested forwarder implementations
actively truncate large DNS responses, even when they do
not reach the Ethernet MTU (e.g., truncate all responses at
512 or 1,280 bytes, see Table 2 in Section 5). In such case,
the truncated DNS responses are not fragmented, thus the
defragmentation attack will fail.
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No verification of DNS response. The aggregated oversized DNS response consists of a CNAME chain, and the
attacker tampers with the last two records. To detect the
rogue records, a possible solution is for the DNS forwarder
to “re-query” the domains and aliases (i.e., *.attacker.com
and victim.com) in the aggregated response (i.e., perform
recursive queries). Alternatively, if the victim domain is
DNSSEC-signed, it can also perform full DNSSEC validation. However, this defeats the purpose of a forwarder as it
is significantly increasing the amount of workload.
DNS caching by record. From the smallest unit of each
DNS cache entry, we find DNS forwarders cache the answers
either by response as a whole (i.e., the entire response forms
one cache entry) or by record (i.e., each resource record
forms individual cache entries). For example, when the defragmented DNS response in Figure 5(b) is cached by response, it only forms one cache entry for a.attacker.com.
As a result, querying victim.com does not hit the cache, so
the spoofed record will not be returned. In contrast, when
it is cached by record, querying any name in the response
(e.g., y.attacker.com and victim.com) will hit the cache.
Because the victim domain is located only in the last record
of the response, the attack requires that the DNS forwarder
cache by record. Caching by record has a performance advantage as more records will be cached in a single response.

5

Vulnerable DNS Forwarder Software

In this section, we first measure the DNS forwarding behaviors of home routers and DNS software, to check whether
they fit our defragmentation attack conditions. We then perform actual defragmentation attacks to confirm their vulnerabilities.

5.1

Home Routers

A number of DNS forwarders have been recognized to run
on residential network devices. In a typical setting, the devices receive DNS requests from clients, and forward them to
upstream recursive resolvers. As a very representative case,
we start from testing the prevalent home routers, which commonly support DNS forwarding.
We perform our tests on real home router models that we
purchase from their official online stores. According to a report on the home router market [60], we select models from
leading vendors including TP-Link [21], D-Link [5], NETGEAR [15], Huawei [11] and Linksys [4], as well as other
prominent players like Tenda [20], ASUS [23], Gee [9] and
Xiaomi [14]. In total, we perform tests on 16 router models
from different vendors. For each router, we test if it fits all
attack conditions proposed in Section 4.4.
Test results. Table 2 presents the DNS forwarding behaviors of home routers. Among 16 router models, we find that 8
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Table 2: DNS forwarding behaviors of home routers. The
first eight models are confirmed vulnerable by real attacks.
Brand

Model

EDNS(0)

No Tru- Cache by
Vulnerable
ncation Record

D-Link
ASUS
Linksys
Motorola
Xiaomi
GEE
Wavlink
Volans

DIR 878
RT-AC66U B1
WRT32X
M2
3G
Gee 4 Turbo
A42
VE984GW+

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Huawei
Tenda
FAST
TP-Link
Mercury

Honor router 2
AC1206
FER1200G
TL-WDR5660
D128

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

7
7
–1
–
–

7
7
7
7
7

7
7
3

72
72
73

–
3
3

7
7
7

NetGear R6800
H3C
MSR830-WiNet
RV320
Cisco
1
2
3

DNS caching not supported.
Truncate at 512 bytes.
Truncate at 1280 bytes.

(50%, in the first section of Table 2) satisfy all our attack conditions, which are vulnerable to the defragmentation cache
poisoning attack. 5 models (in the second section of Table 2)
are immune to the attack because they either do not support
DNS caching or do not cache by record. The remaining 3
models (in the third section of Table 2) are not affected by
the attack, because they have problems handling oversized
DNS responses. They either do not support EDNS(0) at all,
or actively truncate the response to a smaller size. As expected, we do not find any router model that “re-queries” the
names to verify the DNS response.

5.2

DNS Software

DNS forwarding is also implemented by mainstream
DNS software. For instance, it can be enabled by the
forward-zone keyword of Unbound, or the server keyword of dnsmasq. We test the DNS forwarding behaviors
of seven kinds of mainstream DNS software: BIND [25],
Unbound [27], Knot Resolver [13], PowerDNS [18],
DNRD [6], dnsmasq [7] and MS DNS [8].
Test results. Table 3 presents the DNS forwarding behaviors of DNS software. We find that dnsmasq and MS DNS
satisfy all attack conditions, which are vulnerable to the defragmentation cache poisoning attack. Particularly, dnsmasq
is used by embedded systems like OpenWRT [17], so the
attack can affect more router models than our tested ones.
DNRD is not vulnerable because it caches DNS responses as
a whole. Surprisingly, BIND, Unbound, Knot Resolver and
PowerDNS are immune to the attack, because they re-query
the CNAME chain and verify the oversized response, even
when configured as DNS forwarders.
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Table 3: DNS forwarding behaviors of DNS software. The
first two are confirmed vulnerable by real attacks.
EDNS(0) & Cache by No VeriVulnerable
No truncation Record fication

Software

Version

dnsmasq
MS DNS

2.7.9
2019

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

BIND
Unbound
Knot Res
PowerDNS
DNRD

9.9.4
1.7.2
3.2.0
4.1.8
2.20.3

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
7

7
7
7
7
3

7
7
7
7
7

5.3

Confirmation of Attacks

To confirm that the selected software (listed in Tables 2 and
3) is vulnerable to the defragmentation cache poisoning attack, we launch real attacks in controlled environments.
Clean controlled experiment. In a simple case, we build
our testing environment according to the attack model (see
Figure 4). The attacker machine and the DNS forwarder locate in the same LAN. We configure the DNS forwarder to
use a recursive resolver (for which we use Unbound [27]) as
upstream, which is not open to public. Also, we build the attacker’s authoritative server (which is located outside of the
LAN) and create an oversized DNS response according to
Figure 5. Finally, we confirm that the attack succeeds, if the
rogue record of victim.com (in the spoofed 2nd fragment)
is cached by the DNS forwarder. As a result, all 8 router
models and 2 DNS software are confirmed vulnerable with
this experiment.
Complex network experiment. To confirm that the attack
is feasible in the real world, we also test the attack in a more
complex environment.
Home router. We select a home router which runs on
the latest version of OpenWRT operating system (19.07.1
r10911-c155900f66). As mentioned, OpenWRT by default
uses dnsmasq as its DNS forwarder, thus home routers built
over this system are vulnerable to the attack.
Clients and attacker. To add more background traffic,
we add 13 other clients (e.g., mobile phones, tablets and
laptops) into the LAN of the home router. On the clients
we start tasks such as file downloading, video streaming
and web browsing. On average, the home router receives
7.95Mbps/753.3Kbps of inbound/outbound traffic in a 3minute window. The attacker retries each failed or timed-out
DNS query every five seconds.
Upstream recursive resolver. We configure the DNS forwarder to use Norton ConnectSafe (at 199.85.126.10). According to our measurement results in Table 1, its egress resolvers use incremental IPID counters which are exploitable.
Authoritative server. We also create the oversized DNS
response according to Figure 5. To break load balancing of
the resolver, we configure our authoritative server such that
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it only responds to queries from one selected egress resolver
address of Norton ConnectSafe (e.g., 156.154.38.*).
In the end, a successful attack in this environment takes 58
seconds to complete. In more detail, the attacker first tries to
probe the current IPID value of the selected egress resolver
(see Figure 4, step 0), which takes 22 seconds and 7 retries.
The attacker then uses sequentially incremented IPID values
in the spoofed 2nd fragments, and start querying the attacker
domain name (see Figure 4, step 2). On the 10th retried DNS
query, the legitimate 1st fragment and the spoofed 2nd fragment are reassembled, and the attack succeeds. Because of
resolver load balancing (i.e., not every DNS query goes to
the selected egress resolver) and possible packet loss, the attack takes longer and requires more retries of DNS queries.

5.4

Responsible Disclosure

We have been reporting the issue to the affected vendors, by
submitting vulnerability reports and contacting via emails.
So far, we have received responses from 3 home router manufacturers (ASUS, D-Link and Linksys). ASUS and D-Link
have released firmware patches to fix the DNS cache poisoning vulnerability, where DNS responses are now cached as a
whole (see Section 8 for detailed mitigations). Linksys has
accepted our report via the Bugcrowd [26] platform.

6

Client Population:
A Nationwide Measurement Study

In Section 5, we find several home routers vulnerable to defragmentation attacks. Further, we seek answer to the question “how many real-world clients are using the susceptible
devices?” In this section, we elaborate our methodology on
measuring the client population of such devices, and report
our findings.

6.1

Methodology

Unlike our tests on forwarder software, from real clients we
cannot launch defragmentation attacks to check if the devices
are vulnerable due to ethical considerations. While fingerprinting methods like [68] seem straightforward, we find it
difficult to use these methods to reveal the exact model of
the routers.
Measurement overview. Alternatively, we can reach the
same goal by checking whether the conditions (listed in Section 4.4) of the attack are satisfied. As such, from a highlevel view, we need to collect real-world clients as our vantage points, and check from client side whether the conditions are satisfied by their DNS forwarders.
To perform the measurement study, we collaborate with
our industrial partner who develops network diagnosis software for mobile users. They implement our checking methods in the diagnosis tool, which obtains permission to collect
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Figure 6: Oversized response of [uuid].attacker.com

Figure 7: Workflow of client-side measurement
fine-grained DNS data. When run by mobile users, the tool
performs several checks on the attack conditions and sends
the collected data back to the company’s server. The results
are further provided to us for deeper analysis. The software
has active users mostly located in China. Each mobile client
is assigned with a unique ID (termed as uuid).
To perform the measurement, the only component we need
to configure is the authoritative server (i.e., attacker.com).
Figure 6 shows the oversized response we create for
[uuid].attacker.com. A slight difference here is that in
the last A record, the authoritative server generates a nonce
IP address for each query. Using this technique, from a client
we can distinguish whether a DNS response comes from
DNS cache.
Attack condition filters. Following the workflow in Figure 7, the checking procedure contains the following steps.
Network configurations. To perform checks on home
routers (i.e., through Wi-Fi), the software first check the network environment of each client and remove clients which
use mobile data. It also checks basic network configurations,
such as client IP address and gateway address.
Initial DNS request. To begin with, each client sends an
initial DNS query of [uuid].attacker.com with EDNS(0)
options3 , to port 53 of the gateway address. If the
3 UDP

buffer size=4096
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query times out, it suggests that the router does not support DNS forwarding, and the client is removed from our
data. Otherwise, the software checks if an EDNS(0) OPT
record presents in the response, which suggests EDNS(0)
support (Filter 1). It also checks whether the oversized response is truncated by checking the integrity of
the CNAME chain (Filter 2). If the final A record of
[uuid].final.attacker.com is intact, it reports the IP address in the record (termed as addr_init). Note that if the
DNS forwarder supports caching, the initial response should
have been written into its DNS cache.
DNS cache check.
The client sends queries of
[uuid].final.attacker.com and report the IP addresses
in the responses (termed as addr_cache). If the initial response is cached by record, this query should hit the cache,
and therefore addr_init and addr_cache should be the
same (Filter 3). Otherwise, the authoritative server should
be queried again and give another nonce response, thus
addr_init and addr_cache should differ, and we remove
the client from our dataset.
Meanwhile, when addr_init equals addr_cache (i.e.,
response comes from DNS cache), we need to check whether
the response is from the cache of the DNS forwarder or upstream recursive resolvers. Traditionally, one can use nonrecursive queries to snoop the DNS cache of recursive resolvers [32]. However, we find that this approach is infeasible for DNS forwarders, as several router models that we
test forward non-recursive queries to other servers. As such,
we choose to infer the caching position based on timing of
the response. On each client, the software repeats the final
DNS request of [uuid].final.attacker.com for 10 times
(due to traffic limit of the diagnosis tool), and calculates the
average DNS query time of this cached domain. Based on
the average DNS query time, we perform measurements to
select clients that are affected (Filter 4).
Limitations. We acknowledge that using a timing-based approach is only an estimation of actual affected clients. However, we find that more accurate methods of cache snooping (e.g., non-recursive queries) are not applicable for DNS
forwarders. To make the conclusion more reliable, we perform an additional analysis on the DNS query time (hitting
a forwarder cache vs. resolver cache), and justify the results based on real-world measurements. Also, because of
the software coverage, we can only perform measurements
on mobile Wi-Fi users in China. Although we may underestimate the actual population of affected clients, we believe
the test results still provide us with an opportunity to understand the impact of the newly discovered attack.
Ethics. The checking method is implemented by our industrial partner on their network diagnosis tool for mobile
users, which obtains permission to send and collect network traffic. It is important that on each client, the software
does not launch real attacks to DNS forwarders, but only
checks the attack conditions. Regarding implementation, it
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only performs ∼10 DNS queries of our controlled domain
name exclusively registered for this study. Upon receiving
the DNS answers, it does not make connections to the server
addresses. Throughout the experiments, no personally identifiable information (PII) or privacy data is collected. In addition, the checking tool uses an encrypted channel to send
back collected data to the company’s servers.

6.2

Analysis of Affected Population

In the end, we collect valid measurement results from 20,113
mobile clients. The collected clients cover all 31 provinces
of mainland China (excluding Hong Kong SAR, Macao SAR
and Taiwan), and are distributed in more than 300 (almost
all) cities. Also, our clients cover 127 autonomous systems.
When applying our attack condition filters, 79.3% mobile
clients are removed by Filters 1-3. In detail, 8,211 (40.8%)
clients are using forwarders without EDNS(0) support, 5,695
(28.3%) receive truncated DNS responses, and forwarders
of 2,035 (10.1%) clients do not cache the DNS response by
record.
For the remaining 20.7% (4,172) mobile clients, we check
their average query time of the repeated DNS queries of
[uuid].final.attacker.com (i.e., Filter 4). Note that because the mobile clients have already passed Filter 3, the repeated queries here should all come from the DNS cache, either of the DNS forwarder of the upstream resolver. Our goal
is to keep mobile clients which get the responses from DNS
forwarder cache, i.e., exclude mobile clients which obtain responses from recursive resolver cache. To this end, we take
the opportunity to measure how long it generally takes for a
Wi-Fi client to probe the cache of its upstream recursive resolver. Because learning the upstream resolver address needs
manual effort, we choose to perform the measurement using
30 controlled vantage points in China. The vantage points
are all connected to home routers through Wi-Fi (i.e., the
same environment as the large-scale measurement), which
span 11 Chinese provinces and 6 major Chinese ISP networks. We learn the upstream resolver addresses manually
from the router configuration pages. On each vantage point,
we send cache-probing queries directly to the upstream resolver, and record the average time. Figure 8 shows the CDF
of upstream resolver cache probing time. We term the ratio
of clients which spend more than t ms to get a response from
the cache of the upstream resolver as P(t), which is the opposite of the CDF. For instance, from Figure 8, P(10) = 0.7,
P(11) = 0.6. Later, we will use this ground truth distribution
to extrapolate and estimate how many clients in the complete
dataset are hitting the forwarder cache.
For mobile clients that passes Filters 1-3, Figure 9 shows
their average time to retrieve a response from the DNS cache.
For instance, a total of 139 mobile clients spend 10ms to get
a response from DNS cache (either of the DNS forwarder
or the upstream resolver). Here we know P(10) = 0.7 in
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Figure 8: CDF of DNS cache probing time of upstream recursive resolver (30 vantage points).

Figure 9: Average DNS query time of a cached domain

the ground truth dataset which we assume will generalize
to the complete dataset. This means that 70% (97) of the
139 clients should require more than 10ms to hit upstream
resolver cache, so their responses can only come from the
DNS forwarder cache (i.e., are vulnerable). Similarly, for the
165 clients which spend 11ms to retrieve a cached response,
because P(11) = 0.6, we estimate that 60% (99) of the 165
clients are vulnerable. Finally, summing up the client numbers for each time value (i.e., the yellow bars in Figure 9)
together, we get an estimation of 1,346 vulnerable clients –
6.6% of the total clients measured in the wild). As expected,
when the DNS query time gets longer, it is less likely that the
responses come from DNS forwarder cache.
Summary. Overall, a significant portion of the tested DNS
forwarders (6.6%) is estimated to be vulnerable to our new
defragmentation attack. Different from prior works [33, 48]
which have a different set of attack conditions (e.g., on the
configuration of authoritative servers), our attack conditions
are focused more on the behaviors and configurations of
DNS forwarders (and also partly resolvers). Therefore, we
do not have constraints on which domains can be attacked.
Rather, our constraint is more on which client networks can
be attacked. In addition, we estimate that the vulnerable
DNS forwarders in the wild will rise because our results indicate that the major attack conditions unsatisfied are EDNS(0)
support (40.8%) and correctly handling oversized responses
(28.3%). As the new DNS features are getting promoted and
increasingly supported by vendors, more users will be affected.
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7

Reflection on DNS Forwarders

Our attack further demonstrates that DNS forwarders can be
a soft spot in the DNS infrastructure. From our tests in Section 5 we have seen different variations of DNS forwarder
implementations. In this section, we further give a discussion on the role of DNS forwarders in the ecosystem. We begin with observations on current implementations, and then
discuss the specifications related to DNS forwarders.

7.1

DNS Forwarder Implementations

A general notion of DNS forwarders is that the devices do
not resolve queries themselves, but pass the queries to another server. They rely on the integrity and logic checks of
the upstream recursive resolvers, and are often not in the position to verify the DNS responses. For instance, none of
the home routers that we test verifies the CNAME chain in
the response. As a result, vulnerable DNS forwarders are
not able to distinguish the rogue responses, which are tampered with after checked by the upstream resolvers. However, if a DNS forwarder performs response verification itself
to void the attack (e.g., by “re-querying” or full DNSSEC
validation), it is acting in recursive mode, which could not
be wanted because of performance overhead.
In fact, from the DNS forwarder implementations that we
test in Section 5, we find that the industry does not agree on
the role of DNS forwarders in the ecosystem. They can act
as transparent DNS proxies, or exhibit behaviors of recursive
resolvers. As listed in Table 2 and Table 3, software vendors
could disagree on whether their DNS forwarders should have
caching abilities, whether they should handle fragmented
DNS packets, and whether they should issue queries on their
own (e.g., to verify CNAME chains).

7.2

DNS Forwarder Specifications

After researching RFC documents related to DNS, we find
that the diverse implementations of DNS forwarders can be
caused by the vague definitions in these specifications. In
the very original specification of DNS (i.e., RFC 1034 [58]),
there is no discussion on DNS forwarding, and the major components of DNS only include name servers and resolvers. As the ecosystem evolves, it now contains multiple
layers of servers, including forwarding devices. While DNS
forwarders are prevalent in current use, there is still a lack
of specific guidelines on their implementation details in the
standard documents.
History: two definitions of “forwarder”. In Table 4 we list
the RFC documents which refer to DNS forwarding. In fact,
we find that the standard documents themselves disagree on
the definition of DNS forwarders, and have different names
for them. Put together, there have been two different descriptions of DNS forwarding devices.
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In early specifications, DNS forwarding devices appear to
serve as upstream servers of recursive resolvers. The devices are leveraged to access authoritative servers, and typically have better Internet connection or bigger caching abilities. The first description of “DNS forwarding” appears in
RFC 2136 [70], which refers to an authoritative zone slave
forwarding UPDATE messages to their master servers. Later,
RFC 2308 [29] gives a definition of “DNS forwarder”, which
implies that forwarders are used to only query authoritative servers. It also says that DNS forwarders are bigger
machines which can share their cached data to downstream
servers. This term is again used in RFC 7626 [32] on DNS
privacy, which suggests that forwarders receive queries from
recursive resolvers.
On the other hand, another definition says that DNS forwarders locate between clients and recursive resolvers. The
devices take queries from clients, and instead of resolving,
they pass the requests on to another server. Starting from
RFC 3597 [45], the document first describes that forwarders
are used by the client. In RFC 7871 [35], “Forwarding Resolvers” use recursive resolvers to handle their queries. For
hosts behind broadband gateways, RFC 5625 [31] provide
guidelines on the implementations of their DNS proxy devices, which are included as “simple DNS forwarders”.
It is not until the very recent specification on DNS terminology (i.e., RFC 8499 [41]) that the definition on DNS forwarders is clarified. According to their common use, DNS
forwarders “often stand between stub resolvers and recursive
resolvers”. It also defines DNS forwarding as the process
of “sending DNS queries with the RD bit set to 1 to another
server”.
Lacking implementation guidelines. While the term of
DNS forwarders has been updated, the specifications do not
discuss much about the implementation details. That is, the
answer to “what should a DNS forwarder do” is still vague,
such as how they should handle DNS responses, whether
they should have caches, or whether they can perform like
a full-service resolver (e.g., handle referrals and aliases).
The only document we find related to DNS forwarder implementation is RFC 5625 [31], which provides guidelines
to DNS proxies (i.e., a subset of DNS forwarders in one specific network). It recommends that DNS proxies should be
as transparent as possible, and that they should ensure DNS
packets are forwarded and returned verbatim to their destinations. It is also recommended that DNS proxy devices should
be able to forward UDP packets up to 4,096 octets. As a result, a consequence is that a DNS proxy cannot distinguish a
spoofed response, if it is tampered with on its way back to the
forwarder. In particular, defragmentation attacks have made
the tampering task simple, since there is not much entropy
for and adversary to guess in the 2nd fragment.
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Table 4: DNS forwarder descriptions in RFC documents
RFC No.

Title

Description

2136 [70]
(Apr 1997)

Dynamic Updates in the
Domain Name System
(DNS UPDATE)

When a zone slave forwards an UPDATE message upward toward the zone’s primary master server,
it must allocate a new ID and prepare to enter the role of “forwarding server”.

2308 [29]
(Mar 1998)

Negative Caching of
DNS Queries (DNS NCACHE)

Forwarder is a nameserver used to resolve queries instead of directly using the authoritative
nameserver chain. The forwarder typically either has better access to the internet, or maintains
a bigger cache which may be shared amongst many resolvers.

3597 [45]
(Sept 2003)

Handling of Unknown DNS
Resource Record (RR) Types

... and in some cases also at caching name servers and forwarders used by the client.

5625 [31]
(Aug 2009)

DNS Proxy
Implementation Guidelines

(DNS) proxies are usually simple DNS forwarders, but typically do not have any caching capabilities.
The proxy serves as a convenient default DNS resolver for clients on the LAN,
but relies on an upstream resolver (e.g., at an ISP) to perform recursive DNS lookups.

7626 [32]
(Aug 2015)

DNS Privacy Considerations

DNS recursive resolvers sometimes forward requests to other recursive resolvers,
... these forwarders are like resolvers, except that they do not see all of the requests being made.

7871 [35]
(May 2016)

Client Subnet in DNS Queries

Forwarding Resolvers essentially appear to be Stub Resolvers to whatever Recursive Resolver is
ultimately handling the query, but they look like a Recursive Resolver to their client.

8499 [41]
(Jan 2019)

DNS Terminology

In current use, however, forwarders often stand between stub resolvers and recursive servers.

8

Attack Model Extension and Mitigation

In this section, we extend our attack model to open DNS
forwarders. Further, we propose mitigation to the new defragmentation attack.

8.1

Extending the Attack Model

In our extended model, we remove the requirement that the
attacker and the DNS forwarder have to be located in the
same LAN. For example, the attack can also be possible for
open DNS forwarders out on the Internet. [62] proposes a
method on how to detect such open forwarders. As we show
in Figure 10, a major difference here is that it is much harder
for the attacker to predict the IPID from the resolver to the
DNS forwarder, unless the resolver uses a globally incrementing IPID counter, in which case such open forwarders
will be obviously vulnerable. In the case of hash-based IPID
counter, the recursive resolver is likely going to have two
separate IPID counters for the forwarder and attacker (depending on if there is a hash collision). Therefore, it is difficult for the attacker to predict the IPID value of the resolver’s
response packets sent to the forwarder.
However, prior defragmentation attacks have proposed
techniques such as meet-in-the-middle [42, 49], which can
still infer the current IPID counter despite that the attacker,
using its own IP address sending probes, would only observe
a different IPID counter (due to the attacker’s IP hashing into
a different counter). A recent technique also suggested that
an attacker who controls multiple IP addresses can probabilistically force a hash collision, in which case the attacker
would still succeed. We believe such attacks are promising
and would affect many more users. Due to reasons such as
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Figure 10: Defragmentation cache poisoning attack targeting
open DNS forwarders
ethics, we leave it as future work to validate such attacks in
practice.

8.2

Mitigation

Recall that in Section 4.4, we list several conditions of a vulnerable DNS forwarder implementation. Intuitively, breaking any of the conditions will void the attack. However, measures like removing DNS cache or EDNS(0) support are not
advised as they are compromising new and important functionalities.
Response verification. The first solution is for the DNS forwarder to verify the oversized DNS response. In detail, it
can re-query all names and aliases in the CNAME chain, or
perform full DNSSEC validation. For example, in our DNS
software test (see Table 3), we find that BIND and other 3
kinds of software adopt the “re-query” approach. As a result, the rogue records should not pass verification, and the
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attack fails. However, this approach requires that the DNS
forwarder should be able to perform recursive queries, which
could not be wanted in certain use cases. Meanwhile, it
brings significant performance overhead, which contradicts
with the purpose of DNS forwarders, and might not be feasible for devices with limited resources (e.g., home routers).
DNS caching by response. An ad hoc approach to void
the defragmentation attack is to change how forwarders
cache the responses. As discussed in Section 4.4, vulnerable devices cache DNS responses by individual records.
By caching them as a whole, the rogue records in the last
part of the response (see Figure 5(b)) will not hit the cache.
The approach is practical, as it only requires changes on the
forwarder itself. From the disclosure responses (see Section 5.4), the updated firmware of ASUS router adopts this
defence. We recommend this solution as a short-term countermeasure. However, due to the uncertainty of the role
of forwarders, it is unclear what their expected behaviors
should be (as RFCs do not specify this), and whether caching
by responses will hurt performance.
0x20 encoding on DNS records. Similar to previous defences of DNS cache poisoning, the essence of this mitigation is to increase randomness of the response (specifically,
the 2nd fragment). As the 2nd fragment lacks DNS and UDP
metadata, its entropy can be increased by encoding the DNS
records, using an upgraded version of 0x20 encoding [36].
While the original 0x20 encoding only mixes cases of query
names in the question section, here we need recursive resolvers to encode names and aliases in all records of the answer section oversized response. To go along with this, the
DNS forwarder should also check the cases of each record
when receiving a DNS response. The downside of this mitigation is that it needs changes from upstream recursive resolvers, thus cannot be deployed shortly.
Randomizing IPID values. Random IPID values makes any
defragmentation-based attacks (including ours) much more
difficult, as they require the prediction of future IPID values. Interestingly, as we have tested and described earlier
in Section 4.3, major operating systems such as Windows
and Linux do not exhibit such a random IPID behavior. Yet
in our measurement, we do find Google and Versign’s resolvers appear to have such behaviors. We suspect that it
is either because they have used uncommon/customized operating systems and network middleboxes (that rewrite the
IPIDs), or that there are actually still multiple hosts sitting
behind the same egress IP address (e.g., through NAT). In
any event, random IPID values are not impossible to guess,
especially given that the attacker can place 64 guessed values
(out of 64K possible values). Furthermore, if the attack is repeated multiple times, the likelihood of success will increase
as well. As a result, it is not a bullet-proof mitigation.
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9

Other Related Work

Security risks of DNS forwarders. As mentioned earlier,
a DNS forwarder does not perform recursive DNS lookup
themselves, but simply forwards DNS requests to an upstream resolver. In order to mitigate the security risks of
DNS cache poisoning and denial of service attacks, DNS forwarders are widely implemented in network products related
with DNS protocol, such as home routers, as it not directly
exposed to Internet attackers [49]. It is also recommended
by some DNS experts, e.g., Kaminsky [24].
Unfortunately, many DNS forwarders themselves are not
patched and are vulnerable to DNS cache poisoning attacks [49]. In some cases, DNS forwarders fail to validate
the DNS responses, such as the DNS transaction ID, source
IP address and the destination port number. A measurement study shows that at least 8.6% open DNS resolvers
in the wild are vulnerable to the DNS cache poisoning attacks [63]. Therefore, in spite of the availability of DNSSEC,
DNS record injection vulnerabilities are still fairly common
among DNS forwarders until now.
Compared to previous works, in this paper we further
present a type of cache poisoning attack targeting DNS forwarders. The methods can circumvent traditional defences
against cache poisoning attacks. Combined with previous
attacks, our work further demonstrates that DNS forwarders
can be a soft spot in the infrastructure.

10

Conclusion

As the DNS infrastructure has evolved dramatically, today
it involves multiple layers of servers. DNS forwarders are
widely-deployed devices, however we show that they can be
a soft spot that is more vulnerable to cache poisoning attacks.
Using fragmented DNS packets and oversized response, an
attacker can inject rogue DNS records of arbitrary domain
names into the forwarders’ cache, and bypass common defences including randomized ephemeral ports and 0x20 encoding. By testing on current implementations, we find several home router models and DNS software vulnerable to this
attack, including those of large vendors. Meanwhile, through
a nationwide measurement study, we assess the affected population of mobile clients using the vulnerable devices. From
the implementations we find a diversity in the industry on understanding the role of DNS forwarders. Also, there is still a
lack of implementation guidelines on forwarding devices in
the DNS specifications. As such, we believe more attention
should be raised from the community to the understanding
and the security status of DNS forwarders.
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Figure 11: Headers in a DNS packet

Appendices
A

IP Fragmentation

IP fragmentation allows IP datagrams to be transmitted
through networks which limit packets to a small size. On
an arbitrary internet path, Path Maximum Transmission Unit
(PMTU) defines the size limit of IP packets, and datagrams
larger than PMTU will be fragmented. PMTU equals the
minimum MTU of each hop in the path, and can be discovered using a technique described in [59]. Particularly, the
MTU of Ethernet is 1,500 bytes [51].
As shown in Figure 11, IP fragmentation and reassembly
is supported by using several fields of the IP header: Identification (IPID), Don’t Fragment bit (DF), More Fragment
bit (MF) and Fragment Offset. If a sender does not desire a
datagram to be fragmented, the DF flag is set. The MF flag indicates whether this is the last fragment of the datagram, and
is cleared in the last fragment. Fragment Offset shows the
position of current fragment in the original datagram. Most
importantly, fragments of one IP datagram have the same
IPID, in order to be correctly reassembled.
Specifically for DNS packets, they contain IP header, UDP
header and DNS header. If a DNS packet is fragmented, only
the first fragment will have UDP header and DNS header.
Fragmentation considered “harmful”. Despite being one
of the IP basic functions, there has been long discussions
on the problems caused by IP fragmentation. The earliest
report on the issue dates back to 1987 [54], which shows
that fragmentation can lead to poor performance and complete communication failure. As documented by [46], IP
fragmentation can also result in frequent data corruption.
In recent studies, IP fragmentation can be used to circumvent DNS cache injection defences [43, 48], or cause CAs
to issue fraudulent certificates [33]. Because of the security
issues, there have been discussions on completely avoiding
fragmentation behaviors [40].

B

IPID Assignment of Public DNS Services

Using the technique described in Section 4, we test the IPID
assignment of egress resolvers of 7 public DNS services. We
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Figure 13: IPID assignment of Norton ConnectSafe
DNS for fragmented DNS responses (egress resolver:
156.154.180.*).

Figure 14: IPID assignment of Google Public DNS (egress
resolver: 172.253.0.*).

Figure 12: IPID assignment of a) Cloudflare DNS, b) Quad9
DNS, c) OpenDNS, and d) Comodo Secure DNS, observed
from one vantage point. Each line represents one egress resolver, and each dot marks one DNS response packet.
use two vantage points as DNS clients, and start the measurement on both machines at the same time. We change the
speed of DNS queries every 100 seconds (from 1Qps, 10Qps
to 100Qps).
Hash-based IPID counters. We find that egress resolvers
of Cloudflare, Quad9, OpenDNS, Comodo and Norton use
hash-based IPID counters. Figure 12 shows the IPIDs of
DNS responses received by one DNS client. After separating responses from different egress resolvers (i.e., lines in
Figure 12), we find that the egress resolvers use predictable
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incremental IPID counters. The increments are linear with
time, because in hash-based algorithms each IPID counter
is shared by an array of destination addresses. We confirm
that the algorithm is hash-based, because the IPIDs of DNS
reponses sent to our two vantage points are not related.
Particularly, as shown in Figure 13, Norton ConnectSafe uses hash-based IPID counters for fragmented DNS responses only, and uses zero IPID values when they are not
fragmented. This design has made IPID prediction easier, as
most DNS packets on the Internet are not fragmented, so the
IPID counters are hardly increased by normal responses.
Random IPID assignment. As shown in Figure 14, egress
resolvers of Google and Verisign use random IPID assignment. As upstream resolvers, the two services cannot be exploited in the attack.
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